
Functional training is a commonly overlooked part of fitness programs. In the past decades, 
fitness industry influencers have been teaching their audiences to use exercise to build bodies 
for looks rather than teach them what their body needs in order to be functional. Training should 
make for an aesthetic and healthy body that is also functional and resilient to injury. To under-
stand how that can be done, it’s important to understand what functional training is, what it 
looks like, and why everyone benefits from a more functionally guided workout plan.

One of the main goals of a properly designed functional training program is to make sure that 
the chosen exercises are going to remove dysfunction while advancing human biomechanics and 
improving real world strength. Since movements like walking, running, and throwing all require 
a standing position it’s important to notice that most dysfunction stems from the body adapting 
to a seated position. Functional training is used to describe many types of training, however, a 
human’s main function is running and throwing, and exercises that don’t respect that will inevi-
tably lead to dysfunction. 

When getting started on a functional workout plan, I recommend first consulting with your phy-
sician and a certified corrective exercise specialist. This is important because everybody has 
different histories that make their bodies very unique. Having someone who is qualified to make 
the links between lifestyle habits and body function is important to get an understanding of what 
exercises will and will not be helpful for a new training plan.

Taking advantage of functional exercises that require you to stand and use one arm or one leg, 
as these imitate our natural biological movement, is best. Using one arm and/or one leg at a 
time may feel unnatural and difficult at first, but the truth is that human movement predomi-
nantly consists of the body weight being on one leg with the arms alternating in opposite direc-
tions. 

Here are some functional exercises: Perform 2-3 sets of 10-12reps  

Single arm/single leg chest press with forward lunge/step
Set an appropriate weight for your level of fitness. Begin with weight/cable grip in left hand with left leg forward 
(right leg back) in a split stance. Prepare your right arm in a supportive position by bringing your fist toward your 
right shoulder. Contract your abdominal muscles/activate your core by pulling your belly button towards your spine. 
Maintain good posture and push/press your left arm forward transferring the weight towards the front through 
diagonal movement of the trunk/core; at the same time (if you can) step or lunge forward with the right leg. Keep 
your abdominal muscles contracted as you return to the starting position, completing the cycle of one repetition. 
Repeat/switch positions for the opposite side.

    

Single leg step up with opposing arm shoulder press
Grab an appropriate dumbbell weight for your level of fitness, and an appropriate height platform or step-box. 
Begin with the dumbbell in your right hand and bring the dumbbell towards your right shoulder to prepare for the 
step and press. Activate/contract your core/abdominal muscles. Raise your right leg and step up onto the platform 
transferring your body weight up to stand safely on the step. Maintain good balance, and lift the leg up to hip 
height while pressing the right arm loaded with dumbbell above the head to complete the shoulder press. Return to 
the starting position and switch sides. 

Standing torso rotation with lateral high knee step
Grab an appropriate weighted medicine ball for your level of fitness. Start with a split leg stance (one leg forward 
one leg back). Hold the ball close to your core (elbows positioned tight to your obliques), slightly turn your torso 
toward the lead leg (or leg in front), medicine ball should be above your lead leg's hip. Contract your abdominal 
muscles/activate your core; in unison transfer your body weight to your lead leg while lifting the opposite leg up to 
hip level and turn the torso with medicine ball towards the lifted leg's opposite side (near hip). Return the lifted leg 
back behind you performing a reverse step, and resume the starting position to complete the repetition (switch 
sides). 
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